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With mobile devices being a repository of extremely 
intimate and personal information, users are 

increasingly cautious of protecting this information. The 
onset of security apps for phones helps people feel proactive 
in safeguarding their privacy. Such apps may be used for 
nefarious purposes such as hiding illegal images, files and 
communications. However, users may employ these apps 
simply to maintain privacy by hiding data from parents, 

guardians, siblings, spouses etc. While another potential risk 
for law enforcement, these apps can also be a trove of new 
content for investigators. However, handling and interacting 
with devices with such security apps should be done so with 
caution. In this presentation, we will explore some of the 
apps available, look at the risks and some data the data that 
is left behind and an overview of the examination process 
undertaken to find such data.
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Mobile forensics and security apps: Is there anything left to find?




